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In [1] Clifford showed that the structure of any bisimple inverse semigroup with

identity is uniquely determined by that of its right unit subsemigroup. The object

of this paper is to show that the structure of any bisimple inverse semigroup with

or without identity is determined by that of any of its á?-classes.

Let us define a right partial semigroup S to be a set S together with a partial

binary operation satisfying the following condition :

(A) if, for elements a, b, c of S, a(bc) is defined then so also is (ab)c defined and

then a(bc) = (ab)c.

We say that a right partial semigroup S is isomorphic with a right partial semi-

group T if there exists a bijection </> of S onto T such that ab is defined if and only

if a<f> b<f> is defined and such that if ab is defined then (ab)<f>=a<j> b<f>.

We define an 7?P-system (7?, P) to be a right partial semigroup R together with

a subsemigroup P of R such that :

P(l) ab is defined if and only if a e P, for all a, b in R;

P(2) 7? has a left identity contained in P;

P(3) ac = bc implies that a = b for all a, beP, c e R;

P(4) for all a,beR,Pa(~\ Pb=Pc for some c e R.

It then follows from P(l) and P(3) that any left identity of 7? contained in P is,

in fact, a two-sided identity for P and so is unique.

Now consider any ^-class 7? of a bisimple inverse semigroup S. If we define the

partial binary operation o in R by the rule that a ° b = ab if and only if ab e R,

then with respect to this operation 7? is a right partial semigroup with a subsemi-

group 7* such that (7?, 7') is an 7?7>-system (Theorem 1.4).

Note 1. TÎT'-systems can be obtained from systems having products more generally

defined than stipulated in P(l). We then just ignore products which do not satisfy

the condition P(l) (cf. Examples 1, 2 in §6).

Note 2. In particular, R could be a lattice ordered group and P the positive cone
of 7?.

We show that for any 7?7>-system (7?, P) there exists a bisimple inverse semigroup,

which we denote by R'1 ° R, some ^-class of which is isomorphic with R. Con-

versely, for any ^-class R of a bisimple inverse semigroup S there is a subsemigroup

P of R such that (7?, P) is an 7?P-system and R'1 ° Ris isomorphic with S.
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It must be admitted that this only transfers the problem of classifying bisimple

inverse semigroups to the equally obscure task of classifying FF-systems. However,

we do at least have a plentiful supply of FF-systems as subsystems of lattice

ordered groups and unique factorization domains (cf. §6).

In §4 we find necessary and sufficient conditions for two FF-systems to yield

isomorphic bisimple inverse semigroups under our construction.

We conclude by showing that the maximum group homomorphic image of the

bisimple inverse semigroup obtained from an FF-system (R, P) is the group of

left quotients of the maximum cancellative homomorphic image of P. This interprets

for FF-systems a result of Warne's ([6, Theorem 2.1]).

We adopt the notation and terminology of [2]. In particular, two elements of a

semigroup S are said to be áC-(3i-) equivalent if they generate the same principal

left (right) ideal of S. We write J^=£f n ÛI and 9 = f£' ° 3?=3to <£. Then <£, ®,

3tf, and 3) are equivalence relations on S such that ¿f£.S?£^ and ^fç^ç^.

We denote by La(Ra, Ha) the f£-(3%-, 2^C-) class of S containing the element a.

S is said to be bisimple if it contains only one ¿^-class.

The elementary properties of inverse semigroups will be found in [2, §1.9]. In

particular, we have [2, Lemma 1.19].

Lemma 1.1. For any idempotents e,f of an inverse semigroup S

SenSf= Sef

Thus for any elements a, b of S

SanSb = Sa^a n Sb^b = Sa-1ab~ib.

An inverse subsemigroup of an inverse semigroup S is a subsemigroup 7 of S

such that the inverse of every element in 7 also belongs to 7.

For any inverse semigroup 5 we denote by Es the semilattice of idempotents of S.

Let S be a semigroup with an identity element 1. If u and v are elements of 5

such that uv = 1, then we call u a right unit and v a left unit of S. An element which

is both a left and right unit is called a unit and the set of all units is a subgroup of S

called the unit group of S. The set of all right units is a subsemigroup of S and is

called the right unit subsemigroup of S. If for a right unit u of S there exists a right

unit v of S such that uv = 1 then « is a unit of S. Moreover, the unit group of S is

just the unit group of F ([2, p. 21]). Then we have almost immediately from [7,

Lemma 1.2] the following lemma.

Lemma 1.2. Let e be any idempotent of an inverse semigroup S. Then eSe is an

inverse subsemigroup of S with identity e which is bisimple if S is bisimple. Let Pe

be the right unit subsemigroup of eSe. Then Pe = Re<\ eSe = {ae Re : ae = a}.

Moreover, the unit group ofPe is just He.

For any idempotent e of an inverse semigroup S we shall denote by Pe the right

unit subsemigroup of eSe.
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Lemma 1.3. Let e be any idempotent of an inverse semigroup S. Then Pea = SaC\ Re,

for all elements a of Re. Consequently, if S is bisimple, then for all elements a, b of Re,

there exists an element c in Re such that Pea t~\ Peb=Pec.

Proof. For all pe Re, ae Re,

(paXpa)'1 = paa~yp~y = pep'1 = pp'1 = e.

Therefore Pea^ Sa n Re. Now let x be an element of Sa n Re and a be an element

of Re. Then x = sa, for some element s of S, xx~x = e and aa'1 = e. Hence,

e = xx'1 = saa'1s~1 = ses'1 = (se)(se)'x

and so see Rer\ eSe=Pe. Thus x=sa=s(ea) = (se)a e Pea.

Now let a and b be any elements of Re. Then, by Lemma 1.1,

Pea n Peb = Sar\Ren Sbn Rc = Sa^a n Sb'^ n Re = Sa'^ab'^ n Re.

Let ceL0-iajj-1(, n 7ie.  Such an element c exists  as   S   is   bisimple.   Then

Sa~1ab~1b = Sc and so

Pea n Peb = Sen Re = Pec.

Theorem 1.4. Let e be any idempotent of a bisimple inverse semigroup S. Define

the partial binary operation ° on Re as follows: for any elements a, b of Re, a ° b is

defined if and only if ab is an element of Re and then a°b = ab. Then, with respect to

this partial binary operation (Re, Pe) is an RP-system.

Proof. Suppose that ab e Re for some elements a, b of Re. Then e = (ab)(ab)~l

= abb~1a~1 = aea~~1 and consequently, ae = aa~1ae=aea~1a=ea = a. Hence aePe.

Conversely, for any element a of Pe and any element b of Re, (ab^ab)'1

=abb'1a~1 = aea~1 = aa~1 = e. Thus a « b is defined if and only if a ePe, and so

P(l) holds for the pair (Re, Pe).

We now prove that Re satisfies condition (A). Suppose that a o (b o c) is defined.

Then a and b are necessarily elements of Pe. Hence, as Pe is a subsemigroup of eSe

and so of S, ab ePe^Re. Thus a ° b is defined and contained in Pe. Consequently

(a ° b) ° c is also defined. We then have

a ° (b ° c) = a o (be) = a(bc)

while

(a o b) o c = (ab) ° c = (ab)c

and these are equal as 5 is a semigroup.

Now, for any element r of Re, rr ~1 = e e Pe and so

e o r = er = (rr_1)r = r.

Thus P(2) holds.
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To prove P(3) suppose that a ° c=b ° c for some elements a, b of Pe and some

element c of Re. Then ac = bc and so ace1=bec'1; that is, ae=be. Hence a = b,

since a and b are elements of Pe for which e is a two-sided identity.

That Fe and Pe satisfy condition P(4) follows immediately from Lemma 1.3.

Henceforth, when considering (Re, Pe) as an FF-system we shall not distinguish

between the operation o in Re and the multiplication in S.

2. Throughout this section, let (F, F) be an FF-system.

Lemma 2.1. The relation ¿Z" defined on R by (a, b) e £" if and only if Pa=Pb

is an equivalence relation on R and (a, b) e j£?' ;/ and only if a = ub for some unit

uofP.

Proof. Clearly JSf" is an equivalence. Now, if Pa=Pb then a = ub and b = va for

some elements u, v of P. Hence a = uva and so, by P(3), uv=l, the identity of F.

Thus u and v are units of P. Conversely, a = ub, for some unit u of F, implies that

Pa=Pub=Pb.

Note. If F is an ^-class of a bisimple inverse semigroup then it follows from

Lemma 1.3 that £(" is just the restriction of ¿ to F.

We denote the ¿'-class containing the element a by L'a. Partially order the set

F(¿") of ¿"-classes by writing L'a<L'b if and only if Pa^Pb. Then F(¿") is a

semilattice on account of P(4). Select and keep fixed a representative from each of

the ¿"-classes. If Pa r\Pb=Pc then let aw b denote the representative from the

¿"-class L'c containing the element c.

Define a * b, for all elements a, b of R, by (a*b)b = a v b. Then a * b is an

element of F, for all elements a, b of F, and is, moreover, on account of P(3),

uniquely determined (cf. [1]). Also, since ov b = bva, we have (a * b)b = (b * a)a.

Theorem 2.2. Let (R, P) be an RP-system and let an operation * be defined on R

as above. Let R'1 ° R denote RxR under the multiplication

(a, b)(c, d) = ((c * b)a, (b * c)d)

where we identify the pairs (a, b), (x, y) if and only if a = ux, b = uy for some unit u

of P. Then F_1 ° Ris a bisimple inverse semigroup such that ER-1 „B, the semilattice

of idempotents of R'1 ° F, is isomorphic with F(¿') and, for some 3t-class R' of

F"1 o F, F' is isomorphic with R. F"1 ° R has an identity if and only if Pa = R for

some element a of R, and then (a, a) is the identity element of R'1 ° R. Conversely,

if S is a bisimple inverse semigroup, then for any idempotent e of S, (Re, Pe) is an

RP-system and S is isomorphic with Fe_1 ° Fe.

Proof. We prove the theorem by means of a sequence of lemmas.

For any set X, the one-to-one partial transformations of X form an inverse

semigroup [2, p. 29] which we call the symmetric inverse semigroup on X and

denote by Jx. Then, from the proof of [5, Lemma 2], we have the lemma :
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Lemma 2.3. Let Jx be the symmetric inverse semigroup on some set X. Then, for

any elements a, ß of Jx, (a, ß) e 0t if and only if the domain of a = the domain of ß.

For any mapping a, we shall denote the domain of a by U(a).

For each element r of 7? we define a mapping pr as follows :

U(pr) = P   and   ppt = pr for all peP.

Then by P(3), pr is a one-to-one mapping of P into 7?, that is, a one-to-one partial

transformation of R with domain P. Now, for any elements r, s of R, pr = ps implies,

in particular, that lpr=lps and so that r=s. Thus the mapping p:r^pr is a

one-to-one mapping of R into JR such that, by Lemma 2.3, Rp is contained in a

single ^-class of JR.

We point out that if aeP, then clearly papT = par, for all elements r of R since pa

maps P onto Pa^P. Also, if a is a unit of P, then pä1 = pa~1-

Let S=(Rp)~1(Rp). Then the following lemma establishes that 5 is a sub-

semigroup of JR.

Lemma 2.4. For any elements a, b, c, d of R, pbpël = Pc,bpb,c and consequently

(pä1pbXpc1Pi) = P('c.1b)aP(b.c)d and S is a subsemigroup of JR.

Proof. Let a, b, c, d, be any elements of 7?. We have U(pb)=P and so, for any

element x of P, x e U(pbpôl) if and only if xpb e U(pö1)=Pc; that is, if and only if

xbePb n Pc=Pby c=P((c * b)b) or, equivalently, if and only if xb=p((c * b)b)

= (p(c * b))b, by (A), for some element p of P. Hence x e U^p'1), by P(3), if and

only if x=p(c * b) for some element;? in P. Thus U(pbp~1)=P(c * b). On the other

hand, U(p^,bpb,c)=P(c * b), since p¿,b is a mapping of P(c * b) onto P. Thus

U(pbpc1)=U(p~,lpb,c)=U, say. Then, for any xeU, as above, xb=p(bvc)

=p((b * c)c) = (p(b * c))c and xb =p((c * b)b) = (p(c * b))b. In particular, x=p(c * b)

for some element p of P. Then xpbpä1 = xbpä1 = (p(b * c))cpä1=p(b * c). On the

other hand, xp-,lPb,c=p(c * b)P~,b1pb,c=ppb.c=p(b * c). Thus pbpc1 = pa.b1pb,c.

Now let pä 1pb and pc" 1pa be any two elements of S. Then

(Pc71pb)(pc1pd)  =  Pa1Pc.bPb'cPa  =  (Pc>bPa)~1p<.b*c)d  =  /'(c.WaPcö.cja

as è * c and c * ¿> are both elements of P. Thus S is a subsemigroup of JR.

Lemma 2.5. S=(Rp)~\Rp) is a bisimple inverse subsemigroup of ^R and Es is

isomorphic with 3P(f£'). S has an identity if and only if Pa = Rfor some a in R and

then pa 1pa is the identity element of S.

Proof. We know that S is a subsemigroup of JR, by Lemma 2.4.

Now, as Px 1Pt = pxpr = px-r = Pr and p- 1px = pr~lpx 1 = (piPr)~1 = pr~\ for all r in 7?,

we clearly have (Rp)'1 U (Rp)^(Rp)-1(Rp).

Each element p¿~ 1pb of S has an inverse (pä Vu) "1 m tne inverse semigroup JR.

However, (pa~1Pb)~1 = Pb1Pa, an element of S. Thus S is an inverse subsemigroup

of A.
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Now pb~1pa is an idempotent in S1 (and so in J¿) if and only if it is the identity

transformation of some subset of F. Suppose that pb~1pa is an idempotent. Then

U(pb1pa)=Pb and so, in particular, b e U(pb1pa). Consequently b = bpb1pa

= 1 ■bpb1pa= 1 -pa = a. Thus all idempotents are of the form pa~1pa, while any

element of this form is clearly an idempotent.

For any elements a, b of F, pä1pa has domain Pa and pb~1p„ has domain Pb.

Hence, pä1pa^Pb1pb if and only if Pa^Pb, that is, L'a^L'b. Moreover, pa~1pa

= pb1pb if and only if Pa=Pb or, equivalently. if and only if L'a=L'b. Hence Es is

isomorphic with .^(¿'). Now, S has an identity if and only if, for some element a

of F, pb1Pb%pI1pa for all elements b of R; that is, if and only if for some a,

Pa^Pb for all b. Thus pä1 pa is an identity for S if and only if Pa=R.

To show that S is bisimple we make use of the following lemma ([4, Lemma 1.1]).

Lemma 2.6. An inverse semigroup S is bisimple if and only if for any idempotents

e,f of S there exists an element x of S such that xx~1=e, x~lx=f.

Let pä1 pa and pb1pb be any two idempotents of S. Then, for the element pa~1pb

of S, we have

(Pä 1Pb)(pä1pb)~1  =  Pa~1pbPb1Pa  =  Pâ1 Pa

and

(pä1Pb)~1(pä1Pb)  =  Pb1PaPä1Pb  =  Ph1pb

since Papa~1 = pbpb1, the identity transformation of F.

Hence S is a bisimple inverse subsemigroup of JB.

Lemma 2.7. S=(Rp)'1(Rp) is isomorphic with R'1 ° F.

Proof. Let p~ 1Pb = P~ 1Pd. Then

Pä1pbPb1pa  =  (pâ1Pb)(pâ1Pb)~1   = (Pc1pd)(Pc1pd)~1  =  Pc1pdPd1Pc-

Hence pâ1pa = pc1pc, that is, Pa=Pc and so, by Lemma 2.1, a = uc for some unit

u of F. Then

Pb  =  PaPa1Pb  =  PaPc1Pd  =  PucPc1pd  =  PuPcPc1pd  =  PuPd  =  Pud

since paPä1 = PcPc1, the identity transformation of F. Hence b = ud. Thus a = uc

and b = ud for some unit u of P.

Conversely, if a = uc and b = ud for some unit u of F, then

Pa~1Pb = Pu^Pud = (PuPc)~1PuPd = Pc1Pu~1puPd = Pc1Pd-

Hence, on account of Lemma 2.4, the mapping <f> of S into R'1 ° R defined by

(pâ1Pb)</> = (a, b) is clearly an isomorphism.

We complete the first half of Theorem 2.2 with the following lemma.

Lemma 2.8. F is isomorphic with the 0t-class RPl of S and consequently is iso-

morphic with the 3/t-class of R'1 ° R containing (1, 1). The latter is just the set of all

elements of the form (I, a) with ae R.
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Proof. For any element a of 7?, papäx = px and so pa e Rßl. Now suppose that

pa~1Pb is contained in RPi. Then

Pi  =  (Pa~1pb)(pä1Pb)~1   =  Pä1pbPb1Pa  =  Pä1Pa-

Thus, 7*« = domain of pä 1pa = domain of px=P. Hence a is a unit of P and so

pä1 = Pa-1- Then pä1pb = pa-1pb = pa-1b- Thus Rpx = {Pa:ae R}.

Now, as remarked prior to Lemma 2.4, p is a one-to-one mapping of 7? into JR.

Hence p is, in fact, a bijection of 7? onto Rpx. If papb e Rpx then

Pi  =  PaPbPb1Pa1  =  PaPlPa1

and so

Pa1 Pa =  Pa1PlPa  =  Pa '* PaPlPaVa  =  Pa~1PaPl-

Thus pä 1paèpi, that is, Pa^P. Hence aeP. Conversely, for any element a of P,

we know that papb = pab, for all b e R. Thus papb is defined (when Rpx is considered

a right partial semigroup, as in §1) if and only if a e P. On the other hand ab is

defined if and only if a e P. Then for any elements a, b such that ab is defined, we

have aeP and so papb = Pab- Thus p is an isomorphism.

3. In this section we prove the converse part of Theorem 6.

Lemma 3.1. Let Re, where e is an idempotent, be any 3#-class of a bisimple inverse

semigroup S. Then S=Rä1Re-

Proof. Let a be any element of S and let x be contained in La n Re.

Since a~1a=x~1x we have a=aa~1a=ax~1x. Now (ax~1)~1(ax'1) = xa~1ax~1

=xx'1xx~1 = e2 = e and so ax'1 eLe = Rä1.

Lemma 3.2. For any elements x, y of Re, (x, y) e f£ if and only if x=uy for some

element u of He.

Proof. Let (x,y)eL. Then, since x~1x=y~1y, we have x=xy'1y = (xy~1)y

where xy'1 is an element of 77e by [2, Theorem 2.17].

Conversely, if x = uy, for some element u of He, where x and y are elements of Re,

then x~1x=y~1u~1uy=y~1ey=y~1y. Thus (x, y) eL.

We know from §1 that (Re, Pe) is an PT'-system and we now wish to show that

S is isomorphic with Rä1 ° Re- Define the mapping </> of Rä1Re into Rä1 ° Re by

(a-1b)<f> = (a,b).

Now a' 1b = c'1d implies that a~1bb~1a = c~1dd~1c, that is, that a~1a = c~1c.

Hence, by Lemma 3.2, a = uc for some element u of 77e. Then

b = bb~1b = aa~xb = ac'1d = ucc~1d = ud.

Conversely, a = uc and b = ud for some element u of 77e implies that

a-xb = c~1u~1ud = c'1ed = c'1d.

Thus <f> is well defined and is a bijection.
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Now, for all elements b, c of Re, we have, by Lemma 1.2,

Re n S(b v c) = P(b v c) = Pb n Pc = Re n Sb n Ren Sc

= Ren Sb^b n Sc-^ = Ren Sb^bc^c.

Thus, for xe Re n L(,vc and yEÄen L6-i|,c-ic we have

Px = Re n Sx = Re n Sb v c = Re n Sb~1bc-1c = Re n Sy = Py

and so (x, y) e ¿'. Hence, by Lemma 3.2 and the note following Lemma 2.1,

x=uy for some unit u of Pe, that is, for some element u of He. Then

x_1x = y~lu~1uy = y~xey = y~xy.

Hence (bvc)~x(bvc) = x~1x=y~1y = b~1bc~1c, as xeL6vc and yelj-vv

Also, as (è * c)c=bv c=(c * ¿)¿, we have

c * ¿ = (c * è)e = (c * ¿?)èè "1 = (b V c)Z> "*

and so (c * b)~1 = b(bv c)'1. Similarly, (b * c) = (èvc)c_1. Hence, for any elements

a~1b, c~1d of R¿~1Re we have

a-^bc-^d = a-1b(b'1b)(c-1c)c~1d = a-xb(b v c)"1^ v c^^d

= a-\c* b)-\b * c)d = ((c * b)a)-\b * c)c/.

Hence ci is an isomorphism.

4. This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let (RX,PX) and (R2,P2) be two RP-systems. Then Ff1 ° Rx

~R21°R2if and only if there exists a bijection </> of Rx onto R2 and an element t

of Rx such that

(a) (ab)<f> = (at)</>b</> for all a e Px, b e Rx,

(b) F2 = (7V)f
Moreover, when this is the case then

(c) L'a^L'b if and only if L'a<¡¡-¿L'b<¡1 for all a, be Rx.

Proof. Suppose that there exists a bijection </> of Rx onto F2 and an element t

of Rx such that (a) and (b) hold. We first show that this implies condition (c).

Suppose that L'a^L'b. Then Pxa^Pxb and so a = xb for some x in Px. Hence

a<j> = (xb)(/> = (xt)</>b</> and so P2(a<f)^P2(b</>). Consequently, L'a<¡> SL'blp. Conversely,

if L'a<p^L'b0 then a<f>=y(b</>) for some element y of F2. By (b), y = (xt)</> for some

element x of Px and so

a</> = (xt)</>bc/> = (xb)<f>.

Thus a = xb and L'a^L'b. Thus condition (c) holds. In particular, it follows that

L'a=L'b if and only if L'at,=L'btt, and so, for all a, b in Rx, (aw b)<f> = w(a<j>v b</>) for

some unit w of F2.
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Now let ex and e2 be the identities of Px and P2, respectively. Then

ttp = (ext)tf> = (ext)</>t</> = (t4)2

and so, by P(3), t<f> = e2.

We define a mapping <i> of Ri1 ° Rx into R^1 ° R2 by

(a, b)$> = (a</>, b<t>).

To show that O is single valued, let (a, b) = (c, d). Then there exists a unit u of Px

such that a = uc and b = ud. Now « has an inverse u'1 in the unit group of 7\ and,

consequently, u(u~xt) = ext=t. Hence

e2 = ttf, = (uty'H))^ = (i/í)0(m_1í)^

and so (wr)<£ is a unit of TV From a</> = (ut)<f>c</> and btf> = (ut)<p dtp it then follows

that 0#, b<p) = (c<f>, d<p).
As <£ is an onto mapping so also is i>. Now suppose that (a, b)<S> = (c, c/)0.

Then (a<p,b</>) = (c<p,d<p) and so a<f> = u(c</>) and b<p = u(d</>) for some unit « of P2.

Hence, L'ai)=L'c{, and so, by (c), L'a=L'c. Consequently, a = vc, for some unit v of

Px and so u(c</>) = a<p = (vc)tp = (vt)<f>c<p. Hence, u=(vt)</>. Then

Z><¿ = u(d<p) = (vt)</>(d<p) = (vd)<f>,
i.e., b = vd.

Hence (a, b) = (c, d) and $ is a bijection.

Now

((a, b)(c, d))<b = ((c * b)a, (b * c)d)<5> = (((c * b)a)</>, ((b * c)d)</>)
and

(a, b)4>(c, d)9 = (a<j>, b<f>)(c</>, d<p) = ((ctf, * b<f>)a<p, (b<p * c</>)dt/>).

However, (c</> * b</>)bcp = ccp v b</> = w(c V è)^ = h-((c * ¿>)è)^ = w((c * b)t)(f>bcp for some

unit w of P2 and so (c</> * b<p) = w((c * b)t)<p.

Hence, (c<f> * b<p)atj> = w((c * b)t)<pac/> = w((c * b)a)(f>. Similarly,

(btp * c<p)dcp = w((b * c)d)cp   and    (a, b)<t>(c, d)Q> = ((a, b)(c, i/))0.

Thus <1> is an isomorphism.

We now consider the converse.

As in §1, for any idempotent e of a bisimple inverse semigroup S we denote by

Pe the right unit subsemigroup of eSe. Let if' be defined on Re as in §2.

Lemma 4.2. Let Re and R, be any two 0t-classes of a bisimple inverse semigroup S.

Then there exists a bijection X of Re onto Rf satisfying the conditions (a), (b) of

Theorem 4.1.

Proof. Let seLeC\ Rf. Then s'1 e Re n Lf. Consequently, ss_1=f and s~1s = e.

Let A be the mapping of Re into 7?; defined by aX=sa, for all a in Re. Now ä-1 e Re

and s~1X=ss~1=fe Rf. Hence, by [2, Lemma 2.2], A is a one-to-one mapping of

Re onto Rf. Moreover, for a e Pe and b e Re

(ab)X = sab = s(ae)b = sas'^^sb = (as'x)XbX
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where s'1 e Re. Thus À satisfies condition (a) of Theorem 4.1, with t = s~1. Now

let b e P2. Then it is a simple matter to show that a=s~1bs is an element of Px.

Moreover, (as~1)X = ss~1bss~1=fbf=b. Thus X satisfies condition (b) of Theorem

4.1.

Let (Rx, Px) and (F2, F2) be FF-systems and 8 be an isomorphism of Fr1 ° Rx

onto F^1 o F2. As there is no danger of confusion we denote both the identity of

Px and the identity of F2 by 1. Let 8X (82) be an isomorphism of Rx (R2) onto the

^-class Fg = {(l, a) : a e RX}(R¡ = {(1, a) : ae R2}) of Ff1 ° Rx (Ri1 ° F2) where

g = (l, 1) (/=(1, 1)). Such isomorphisms exist by Lemma 2.8. Then 8 will induce

an isomorphism of Rg onto some á?-class Re, say, of R21 ° R2. Let A be a bijection

of Re onto Rf defined as in Lemma 4.2 and put </> = 8x8X821. As each component

of </> is a bijection so also is </>.

Now for any elements a, b of Re, with a e Pe, we have (ab)X = (at ')XbX for some

element t' of Fe. Let t=t'8~18x1. Then, for any elements a, b of Px and Rx,

respectively, we have

(ab)</> = (ab^dXdï1 = ((aS^bS^XS^1,

= ((a8x8t')X(b8x8)X)82\

= (aö1o/ö1ö)A6»21eö1e»AÖ2-1,

= (aOd^Xd^b*/,,

= (at)</>b</>.
Moreover,

(pxt)</> = (P^t'e-^ï^exe;1 = (FA0OA02-1 = (Pef)^1 = PfO;1 = f2.

Hence </> satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 4.1.

Corollary 4.3. If in Theorem 4.1, RX=PX and R2=P2, then Fi^oFj is

isomorphic with Pa1 ° P2 if and only if Px is isomorphic with P2.

Proof. If 8 is an isomorphism of Px onto F2 then in Theorem 4.1 we can take

<f>=8 and / to be the identity of Px and then all the conditions ofthat theorem are

satisfied.

Conversely, let P^1 ° Px and P^1 ° P2 be isomorphic. Then there is a mapping </>

with the properties stated in Theorem 4.1. In particular, there is an element t of Px

such that (ab)<f> = (at)<j>b</>, for all elements a, b ofPx and such that t</> is the identity

of F2. Hence, by condition (c) of Theorem 4.1, / must be a unit of Px.

Define the mapping 8 of Px into F2 by a8 = (at)</>. Then, as t is a unit and c4 is a

bijection so also is 8 a bijection. Moreover, for all elements a, b of Px,

(ab)8 = (abt)</> = (a(bt))</> = (at)</>(bt)</> = a8bd.

Thus 8 is an isomorphism.

Note. It follows from Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.1 that if Re and Rf are any

two ^-classes of a bisimple inverse semigroup S then F~1 ° Re is isomorphic with
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Rfl o Rf which ties in with the fact that we already know that both of these are

isomorphic with S.

5. Every inverse semigroup has a maximal group homomorphic image which

was characterized by Munn [3, Theorem 1] as follows:

Lemma 5.1. Let S be an inverse semigroup and let a relation a be defined on S by

the rule that xay if and only if there is an idempotent e in S such that ex = ey (or,

equivalently, xe=ye). Then a is a congruence and S/a is a group. Further, if r is any

congruence on S with the property that S/r is a group then a^r and so S/t is

isomorphic with some quotient group of S/a.

We call S/a the maximal group homomorphic image of S and a the minimum

group congruence on S.

Corollary 5.2. Let e be any idempotent of an inverse semigroup S. Let a and t

be the minimum group congruences on S and eSe, respectively. Then S/a is isomorphic

with eSe/r.

Proof. By Lemma 1.2, eSe is an inverse subsemigroup of S and so t is defined

on eSe by the rule in Lemma 5.1.

It suffices to show that every a-class contains one and only one r-class. Let the

cr-class (r-class) containing the element a be noted by aa (ax). Then we show that,

for any element a of S, aa n eSe = x„ for some element x of eSe. Let a be any

element of S. Then aa = (ea)„ = (eaé)a. Thus aa n eSe is nonempty. Let x and y

belong to aa n eSe. Then, for some idempotent / in S,fx=fy. Hence, since e is

the identity of eSe and idempotents of S commute, we have (efe)x = (efe)y; that

is, xry, completing the proof.

Now let 5 be a bisimple inverse semigroup, let e be any idempotent of S and let

Pe be the right unit subsemigroup of eSe. If, following Warne [6], we define the

relation -n on Pe by: a-nb if and only if there exists an element « of Pe such that

ha = hb, then r¡ is a congruence on Pe and Pe/r¡ is the maximum cancellative homo-

morphic image of Pe (cf. [2, p. 18]). Now, since (Re,Pe) satisfies condition P(4) it

follows, in particular, that Pe is right reversible, that is, for any elements a, b ofPe,

there exist elements x, y of Pe such that xa=yb [2, p. 34]. Then PJ-r¡ must also be

right reversible and so can be embedded in a group of left quotients [2, Theorem

1.24]. This group is unique to within isomorphism [2, Theorem 1.25], and is the

maximum group homomorphic image of eSe [6, Theorem 2.1] and so, by Corollary

5.2, the maximum group homomorphic image of S.

Now suppose that S is isomorphic with R'1 ° R for some PT'-system (7î, P).

Let Re, for some idempotent e of S, be the j^-class of S which is isomorphic with R.

Then the right unit subsemigroup Pe of eSe is isomorphic with P and so the group

of left quotients of the maximum cancellative homomorphic image of P is iso-

morphic with the group of left quotients of the maximum cancellative homomorphic

image of Pe. Thus we have
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Theorem 5.3. Let (R, P) be an RP-system. Then the maximum group homomorphic

image of F "1 ° R is isomorphic with the group of left quotients of the maximum

cancellative homomorphic image of P.

Now suppose that (F, F) is an FF-system and that F is a group. Then F is a

cancellative semigroup and so the maximum group homomorphic image is iso-

morphic with the group of left quotients of F. However, by property P(4), for any

element a of F, Pa n P is nonempty. Thus there exist elements p, q of F such that

pa=q. Hence, in R, we have a=p~1q. Thus F is the group of left quotients of F

and we have

Corollary 5.4. Let (R, P) be an RP-system and let R be a group. Then the

maximum group homomorphic image of R~x ° F is isomorphic with R.

6. Examples. Let G be a lattice ordered group with the group operation

denoted by addition. Write a+ =czvO. Let P=G + , the positive cone of G and let F

be any subset of G such that

(6.1) (i) P ^ R,       (ii) x e R,   x g y implies that y e R.

Then we can consider (F, F) as an FF-system as follows : define a partial operation

in F, denoted by juxtaposition, by

ab is defined if and only if a 6 F and then ab = a + b.

Conditions A, P(l)-P(4) are easily shown to be satisfied, so that R'1 o R, as

defined in Theorem 2.2, is a bisimple inverse semigroup. Moreover, Pa=Pb if and

only if c7 = 6 and, for any a, b in F, Pa n Pb=P(aw b) where ay b denotes the

lattice join of a and b in G. Thus, (a * b)b = av b, that is a*b + b = a\b and so

a*b = a V b-b = (a-b) V 0 = (a-b) + .

Hence, in R'1 ° Rwe have as our multiplication

(a, b)(c, d) = ((c * b)a, (b * c)d)

= ((c-d)++a,(b-c)++d).

In particular, for any idempotents (a, a), (b, b) of F-1 o F,

(a,a)(b,b) = ((b-a)++a,(a-b)++b)

= ((b-a) v 0 + a,(a-b) v 0 + 6)

= (a v b, a v b).

Hence (a, a)S(b, b) if and only if a v b = a, that is, if and only if a^ b. Thus Er-kr

is order anti-isomorphic to the partially ordered set R (where the partial ordering

in F is the order induced by the lattice order in G).

Example 1.    Let / be the additive group of integers under the natural ordering,
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let F be the set of nonnegative integers and let F be any subset of I satisfying (6.1).

Then multiplication in F-1 ° F is defined by

(m,ri)(p,q) = (m + (p-n) + ,q + (n-p)+)

= (m + (p-ri) V 0, q + (n-p) V 0)

= (m+p-r, n+q-r),       where r = min (n,p).

If R=P then R1 o R is just the bicyclic semigroup ([2, §1.12]). If F=/then F is

just an /-bisimple semigroup as defined in [8].

Example 2. Let G = I El 7 the cardinal sum of two copies of the integers under

the natural ordering of the integers. Again letF = G+. Let

Rx = {(a, b) : a + b ä 0, b ä 0, a ä -»+1}

F2 = {(a, b) : a + b ^ 0}.

NowFj and F2 both satisfy conditions (6.1). Let51 = F1'1oF1and52 = F2 r o F2.

Let e = ((a, b), (a, b)) be any idempotent of S2. Then b^—a, (a, b)^(a, —a) and

so efí((a, —a), (a, -a)). If e e Sx then either a, b^0 or —«+l^a<0 and so,

either (0, 0)^(a, b) or — n+lfka<0, -aSb and (a, -a)^(a,b). Hence either

e ̂  ((0, 0), (0, 0)) or - n +1 g a < 0 and e ̂  ((a, - a), (a, - a)). At the same time, the

idempotents of the form ((a, —a), (a, —a)) are incomparable. Hence Sx has a

finite number (and S2 has a countably infinite number) of maximal idempotents

such that every idempotent of Sx (S2) is comparable to at least one of these.

Example 3. Let F be a unique factorization domain. Let (a, b) denote the

greatest common divisor of a and b (unique to within unit factor). Then

Pa n Pb=Pc where c = ab/(a, b). Once again, with R=P, conditions (A), P(l)-P(4)

are satisfied and F-1 o F is a bisimple inverse semigroup (with an identity). For

a,beP,

(a* b)b = a V b = ab/(a, b),

and so a * b=a/(a, b). Thus, for any (a, b), (c,d)eP~1°P,

(a, b)(c, d) = ((c * b)a, (b * c)d) = (ac/(b, c), bd/(b, c)).
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